Call-to-Order and Consent Items [5 mins]

Sam Nelson (Speaker)

Announcements [10 min]

Charles Van Loan (Dean of Faculty)
Slides
Computational Biology at Cornell
Provost Overview and Request for Comments

Middle States Accreditation [10 mins]

Marin Clarkberg (Institutional Research and Planning)
Michael Fontaine (Professor of Classics and Associate VPUE)
Slides
Cornell’s Accreditation Website

December Sense-of-Senate (SOS) Follow-Up [10 mins]

Chris Schaffer (Associate Dean of Faculty)
Slides
Int’l Collaborations and President’s Response

SOS Voting on Aspects of RTE Representation [55 mins]

Charles Van Loan (Dean of Faculty)
Slides
Representation Numbers By College
Ballot
Tally Sheet

Combined Powerpoint Slides
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